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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

3.3 Conclusions 

After analyzing five articles that related to the wedding of Jokowi’s 

daughter the writer finds 34 data of spatial and temporal in those articles. 

There are 14 deixis included to spatial and 20 deixis included to temporal. 

The spatial consists of two sub categories. First, the proximal term is found 

into one deictic word. The use of proximal term in those five articles is 

represented by use of deictic word “This”. There are two times the deictic 

words “This” which is used in those five articles. Second, the specific 

location is found into three deictic words. The use of specific location in 

those five articles is represented by use of deictic word “In front of, In, and 

On”. The temporal deixis consists of two sub categories. Firstly, verb tense is 

divided into three points in the time at which the event occurred (past), the 

time at which the utterance produced (present) and the reference time 

(future). The present time is found into one deictic word. The past time is 

found into one deictic word. The reference time (future) is found into six 

deictic words. Secondly, the calendric notions are divided into three deictic 

words. The used of the calendric notions in those five articles is represented 

by use of deictic word “On November, On Tuesday, On Wednesday”.  

From this research, the writer concludes that the news writer or the 

journalist in creating a narration of those five articles more use of temporal 
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deixis categories than the category of spatial deixis because the news writer 

or the journalist more emphasize to the temporal deixis than to the spatial 

deixis in these five articles that were found in the National News Column of 

Jakarta Post. The using of temporal deixis in those five articles is to convey 

the information of the specific time of the event that occurs in the content of 

the text.  

3.4 Suggestions 

The writer realizes that this research is still not enough to get more 

information about the spatial and temporal deixis. It is because there are still a 

lot of discussions that can be studied in spatial and temporal deixis field. For 

that reason the writer suggests to the reader or the next researcher, especially 

the student of English Department to continue the research about the spatial 

and temporal deixis analysis with a variety of media that more interesting like 

magazine, pamphlet, poster, banner, etc which can be used as object study in 

spatial and temporal deixis field. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


